. However, the probability of the time interval between the data and clock inputs to the its occurrence can be managed by the use of synchronizers flip-flop for pulse generator frequencies satisfying the [3] . Given the high sensitivity of the failure probability of constraints of practical metastability measurement systems. synchronizers to the metastability characteristics of the flip-We show that in this case the time interval takes on discrete flops used to realize them, it is crucial to well characterize values in the absence ofjitter in the pulse generators and that metastability measurement systems [5] - [8] .
the presence of jitter perturbs these discrete values. Finally,
Here we are concerned with the metastability we present experimental results supporting our measurement system proposed in [8] , as shown in Fig. 1 the distribution of the data about the clock. However, behaviour oscilloscope input allows the clock edge that clocked the of the test system with the precautions is not well defined. In flip-flop to be captured as an input to the oscilloscope on the contrast, if the two synthesizers use a common reference then same cycle as that generated by the clock edge. There are the behavior of the system can be controlled and well two pulse generators, one to drive the data (D) and reset (R) characterized as shown in this paper. The level of the jitter of the flip-flop and one to drive the clock input (C), the on the two pulse generators, possibly deliberately induced, specific frequencies of which determine if the flip-flop enters affects the perturbation of the discrete values and determines a metastable region of operation. No output transition is how close to a uniform distribution the D signal is about the detected if the clock pulse moves past the region where R clock. goes low. Tj which is asynchronous with respect to the clock in that where the clock frequency is fc = SF (Q + 1), the T r T where 1 > 1 is a real number. The nature of the asynchronous data input frequency is fa SF Q and SF asynchronism depends on whether rj is rational, irrational or is a frequency scaling factor. 54855A oscilloscope and curves were fitted to the data using of the clock period. The perturbation of the discrete 'T a 3-parameter Gaussian distribution. For the HP8644B p t by j w a jitter, e(t)= Aj sin(22cft), with f1j the jitter frequency
